The Nature Preserve is a project embraced many years ago by local residents who believe in the value of open space amongst a dense urban area… a setting where students could observe and study natural sciences… and anyone could come to enjoy the simple beauty of nature.

Help us support The Nature Preserve! Please send your tax-deductible contribution to: The Nature Preserve/Village of Bronxville P.O. Box 325, Bronxville, NY 10708.
The **Bronxville ~ Eastchester ~ Tuckahoe Nature Preserve** is a lush property located on the corners of Archer Place and Crawford Street. The land is at a point where the boundaries of the Town of Eastchester and its two villages, Bronxville and Tuckahoe meet.

The Nature Preserve Steering Committee invites you to visit and enjoy nature in the midst of Eastchester’s busy Township. Tax-deductible contributions to maintain the property can be made to: The Nature Preserve/Village of Bronxville P.O. Box 325, Bronxville, NY 10708.